AN ACT to amend the labor law and the education law, in relation to prohibiting an employer or educational institution from requesting or requiring that an employee, applicant or student disclose any user name, password, or other means for accessing a personal account or service through specified electronic communications devices.

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK, REPRESENTED IN SENATE AND ASSEMBLY, DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS:

Section 1. The labor law is amended by adding a new section 201-g to read as follows:

S 201-G. REQUEST FOR ACCESS TO PERSONAL ACCOUNTS OR SERVICES PROHIBITED. 1. FOR PURPOSES OF THIS SECTION, THE FOLLOWING WORDS SHALL HAVE THE FOLLOWING MEANINGS:

(A) "APPLICANT" MEANS AN APPLICANT FOR EMPLOYMENT.
(B) "ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS DEVICE" MEANS ANY DEVICE THAT USES ELECTRONIC SIGNALS TO CREATE, TRANSMIT, AND RECEIVE INFORMATION, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO COMPUTERS, TELEPHONES, PERSONAL DIGITAL ASSISTANTS AND OTHER SIMILAR DEVICES.
(C) "EMPLOYER" MEANS (I) A PERSON OR ENTITY ENGAGED IN A BUSINESS, INDUSTRY, PROFESSION, TRADE OR OTHER ENTERPRISE IN THE STATE; OR (II) A UNIT OF STATE OR LOCAL GOVERNMENT; AND (III) SHALL INCLUDE AN AGENT, REPRESENTATIVE OR DESIGNEE OF THE EMPLOYER.

EXPLANATION--Matter in ITALICS (underscored) is new; matter in brackets [ ] is old law to be omitted.
2. (A) Except as provided in paragraph (B) of this subdivision, it shall be unlawful for any employer to request or require any employee or applicant for employment to disclose any user name, password or other means for accessing a personal account or service through an electronic communications device.

(B) An employer may require an employee to disclose any user name, password or other means for accessing nonpersonal accounts or services that provide access to the employer's internal computer or information systems.

(C) For the purposes of this section, "access" shall not include an employee or applicant voluntarily adding an employer or employment agency to their list of contacts associated with a personal internet account.

3. An employer may not:

(A) Discharge, discipline, or otherwise penalize or threaten to discharge, discipline, or otherwise penalize an employee for an employee's refusal to disclose any information specified in paragraph (A) of subdivision two of this section; or

(B) Fail or refuse to hire any applicant as a result of the applicant's refusal to disclose any information specified in paragraph (A) of subdivision two of this section.

4. It shall be an affirmative defense to an action under this section that the employer acted to comply with requirements of a federal law or a law of this state.

5. (A) Nothing in this section shall prohibit an employer from:

(I) Requesting or requiring an employee to disclose access information to an account, service, or network provided by the employer where such account, service, or network is used for business purposes and the employee was provided prior notice of the employer's right to request or require such access information;

(II) Accessing an electronic communications device paid for in whole or in part by the employer where the provision of or payment for such electronic communications device was conditioned on the employer's right to access such device and the employee was provided prior notice of and explicitly agreed to such conditions. However, nothing in this subparagraph shall permit an employer to access any personal accounts or services on such device;

(III) Complying with a court order in obtaining or providing information from, or access to, an employee's accounts or services as such court order may require;

(IV) Restricting or prohibiting an employee's access to certain websites while using an employer's network or while using an electronic communications device paid for in whole or part by the employer where the provision of or payment for such electronic communications device was conditioned on the employer's right to restrict such access and the employee was provided prior notice of and explicitly agreed to such conditions.

(B) This section does not prohibit or restrict an employer from complying with a duty to screen employees or applicants prior to hiring or to monitor or retain employee communications that is established under federal law or by a self regulatory organization, as defined in section 3(A)(26) of the Securities and Exchange Act of 1934, 15 USC 78C(A)(26).

(C) This section does not prohibit or restrict an employer from viewing, accessing, or utilizing information about an employee or applicant.
1. THAT CAN BE OBTAINED WITHOUT ANY REQUIRED ACCESS INFORMATION OR THAT IS
AVAILABLE IN THE PUBLIC DOMAIN.

S 2. The education law is amended by adding a new section 115 to read
as follows:

S 115. REQUEST FOR ACCESS TO PERSONAL ACCOUNTS OR SERVICES PROHIBITED.

1. FOR PURPOSES OF THIS SECTION, THE FOLLOWING WORDS SHALL HAVE THE
FOLLOWING MEANINGS:

(A) "EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTION" MEANS A PUBLIC OR PRIVATE EDUCATIONAL
INSTITUTION OR SEPARATE SCHOOL OR DEPARTMENT OF A PUBLIC OR PRIVATE
EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTION, AND INCLUDES AN ACADEMY; ELEMENTARY OR SECOND-
ARY SCHOOL; EXTENSION COURSE; KINDERGARTEN; NURSERY SCHOOL; SCHOOL
SYSTEM; SCHOOL DISTRICT; INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL DISTRICT; BUSINESS, NURS-
ing, PROFESSIONAL, SECRETARIAL, TECHNICAL, OR VOCATIONAL SCHOOL; PUBLIC
OR PRIVATE EDUCATIONAL TESTING SERVICE OR ADMINISTRATOR; AND AN AGENT OF
AN EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTION. EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTION SHALL BE CONSTRUED
BROADLY TO INCLUDE PUBLIC AND PRIVATE INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION
TO THE GREATEST EXTENT CONSISTENT WITH CONSTITUTIONAL LIMITATIONS.

(B) "ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS DEVICE" MEANS ANY DEVICE THAT USES
ELECTRONIC SIGNALS TO CREATE, TRANSMIT, AND RECEIVE INFORMATION, INCLUD-
ING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO COMPUTERS, TELEPHONES, PERSONAL DIGITAL ASSIST-
ANTS AND OTHER SIMILAR DEVICES.

2. IT SHALL BE UNLAWFUL FOR ANY EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTION TO:

(A) REQUEST OR REQUIRE ANY STUDENT OR PROSPECTIVE STUDENT TO DISCLOSE
ANY USER NAME, PASSWORD OR OTHER MEANS FOR ACCESSING A PERSONAL ACCOUNT
OR SERVICE THROUGH AN ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS DEVICE; OR

(B) EXPEL, DISCIPLINE, FAIL TO ADMIT, OR OTHERWISE PENALIZE A STUDENT
OR PROSPECTIVE STUDENT FOR FAILURE TO GRANT ACCESS TO, ALLOW OBSERVATION
OF, OR DISCLOSE INFORMATION THAT ALLOWS ACCESS TO OR OBSERVATION OF THE
STUDENT'S OR PROSPECTIVE STUDENT'S PERSONAL INTERNET ACCOUNT.

(C) FOR THE PURPOSES OF THIS SECTION, "ACCESS" SHALL NOT INCLUDE AN
EMPLOYEE OR APPLICANT VOLUNTARILY ADDING AN EMPLOYER OR EMPLOYMENT AGEN-
CY TO THEIR LIST OF CONTACTS ASSOCIATED WITH A PERSONAL INTERNET ACCOUNT.

3. NOTHING IN THIS SECTION PROHIBITS AN EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTION FROM:

(A) ACCESSING AN ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS DEVICE PAID FOR IN WHOLE OR
IN PART BY THE EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTION WHERE THE PROVISION OF OR PAYMENT
FOR SUCH ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS DEVICE WAS CONDITIONED ON THE EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTION'S RIGHT TO ACCESS SUCH DEVICE AND THE STUDENT WAS
PROVIDED PRIOR NOTICE OF AND EXPLICITLY AGREED TO SUCH CONDITIONS. HOWEVER, NOTHING IN THIS PARAGRAPH SHALL PERMIT AN EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTION TO ACCESS ANY PERSONAL ACCOUNTS OR SERVICES ON SUCH DEVICE; OR

(B) REQUESTING OR REQUIRING A STUDENT TO DISCLOSE ACCESS INFORMATION
TO AN ACCOUNT OR SERVICE PROVIDED BY THE EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTION WHERE
SUCH ACCOUNT OR SERVICE IS USED FOR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES AND THE STUDENT
WAS PROVIDED PRIOR NOTICE OF THE EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTION'S RIGHT TO REQUEST OR REQUIRE SUCH ACCESS INFORMATION.

4. THIS SECTION SHALL NOT PROHIBIT OR RESTRICT AN EDUCATIONAL INSTITU-
TION FROM VIEWING, ACCESSING, OR UTILIZING INFORMATION ABOUT A STUDENT
OR APPLICANT THAT CAN BE OBTAINED WITHOUT ANY REQUIRED ACCESS INFORMATION OR THAT IS AVAILABLE IN THE PUBLIC DOMAIN.

5. IT IS AN AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE TO AN ACTION UNDER THIS SECTION THAT
THE EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTION ACTED TO COMPLY WITH REQUIREMENTS OF A
FEDERAL LAW OR A LAW OF THIS STATE.

S 3. This act shall take effect on the one hundred eightieth day after
it shall have become a law.